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Sichya Project overview 2016

Here, we came up with short report regarding the activity of “Sichya project” in the year 2016.As usual
Last year we have distributed in three schools, Shree Boudha lower secondary school, National
Education and Buddhist learning center and Shree kalidevi Higher Secondary School.

National Education and Buddhist learning center
Last year 50 children received the support from Sichya Project. The supporting number of children
depends upon our yearly budget. If we look back for the last six years and compare the time from then
and now, it’s unbelievable. We start the program with 3 children and now the numbers has reached 50.
Definitely the supporting number will go even higher in 2017. We are happy that we could extend our
help to more children and family who are in need of help. As we all know education is the light in one’s
life. So, here we are doing the same thing we just let these poor children to achieve this light so they can
find their way to lead their life.

Shree Boudha lower secondary school
The good part we see these days in phulasi is that more number of children is attending the school. They
don’t sent children to work in the field as people are very aware of importance of education. Even if
they try to do, the neighbors convinced them and at the end this is a positive impact in the society that
the people understand the value of education. This is what the Goal of Sichya is? And we are achieving it
day by day.

Shree kali Devi Higher Secondary School

Sonam Distributing Sichya’s support

Finally, we would like to thank all the institutions, sponsors, well-wisher and friend of Sichya for your
overwhelming support and co-operation and obviously all the actively involving Board members of
“Sichya” from Netherland. Without your support and love “sichya Project” wouldn’t exist so we hope to
have a continuous support and love in near future to make us reached our goals and objectives. Let us
be clear to you all that we would do our best to reach our help to all the children who need our support
to go to school in Phulasi.

NAMASTE AND TASHI DHELEK FROM NEPAL!!!
Sichya team Nepal,
Sonam lama
Mhindup Lama

